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Abstract: Smart cities are emerging rapidly due to the provisioning of comfort in the human lifestyle.
The healthcare system is an important segment of the smart city. The timely delivery of critical human
vital signs data to emergency health centers without delay can save human lives. Blockchain is a
secure technology that provides the immutable record-keeping of data. Secure data transmission by
avoiding erroneous data delivery also demands blockchain technology in healthcare systems of smart
cities where patients’ health history is required for their necessary treatments. The health parameter
data of each patient are embedded in a separate block in blockchain technology with SHA-256-based
cryptography hash values. Mining computing nodes are responsible to find a 32-bit nonce (number
only used once) value for each data block to compute a valid SHA-256-based hash value in blockchain
technology. Computing nonce for valid hash values is a time-taking process that may cause life losses
in the healthcare system. Increasing the mining nodes reduces this delay; however, the uniform
distribution of mining data blocks to these nodes by considering the priority data is a challenging task.
In this work, an efficient scheme is proposed for scheduling nonce computing tasks at the mining
nodes to ensure the timely execution of these tasks. The proposed scheme consists of two parts, the
first one provides a load balancing scheme to distribute the nonce execution tasks among the mining
nodes such that makespan is minimized and the second part prioritizes more sensitive patient data for
quick execution. The results show that the proposed load balancing scheme effectively allocates data
blocks in different mining nodes as compared to round-robin and greedy algorithms and computes
hash values of most of the higher-risk patients’ data blocks in a reduced amount of time.

Keywords: blockchain; healthcare; smart cities

1. Introduction

In recent years, the concept of smart cities has emerged as a new paradigm in improv-
ing the quality of life. By employing modern information and communication technologies,
smart cities are capable of catering to efficient energy management, intelligent transporta-
tion facilities, waste management, enhanced health monitoring, and and efficient resource
management [1–4]. The data received from different IoT devices used in various smart
city applications are stored in the cloud. Applying artificial intelligence, machine learning,
and modern data analytic techniques to these cloud data are envisioned to play a vital
role in enhancing the economic growth of a country by the optimal utilization of available
resources [5].

With a rapidly growing number of ubiquitously connected IoT devices in different
applications of smart cities, the data produced by these devices are growing exponen-
tially [6,7]. To handle such a large amount of data, recently, fog computing has emerged
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as a new paradigm. Fog nodes consist of single or multiple data centers located at the
edge of user networks without routing over the internet backbone [8–12]. Consequently,
the sensor devices belonging to the same IoT network can transmit their data at faster
rates for quick processing. Fog computing is a better choice for delay-sensitive applica-
tions, such as emergency response in multiple smart cities applications, such as healthcare
services [13,14].

The healthcare system is one of the prime applications in smart cities [15–17]. In the
healthcare system, the vital signs data of different humanly planted sensors are required to
be examined by remotely placed medical physicians for online monitoring. In case the vital
signs of the patient increase their threshold limits, necessary action is urgently required.
To ensure the valid delivery of patients’ data, a secure data-delivery mechanism, such as
blockchain, is required. Moreover, the timely delivery of healthcare services to patients is
also a critical challenge [18–20].

Blockchain, also known as a system of proofs, has been emerging rapidly in many
applications over the last few years. Blockchain is a secure method of handling data that
results in immutable and decentralized maintenance of records in the form of blocks. The
data are stored in the blocks along with the secure hash functions. The blocks are chained
together by using the data of the previous block to compute the hash function of the current
block as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The structure of blockchain blocks.

Immutability is one of the key features in blockchain technology that allows blockchain
ledgers to keep their time-stamped transaction data permanent and unalterable. Further-
more, immutability in blockchain provides the fast, efficient, and cost-effective audit
of transaction data. This secure data transaction in blockchain attracts multiple supply
chain applications, such as agri-food supply [21], medical equipment demand and sup-
ply [22], and perishable food products in the supply chain [23]. Immutability is achieved
through cryptography hashes by applying the secure hash algorithm (SHA-256). Miners in
blockchain technology are responsible for generating these hash values for each block in
blockchain systems [24].

There are four different types of blockchain, such as public, private, hybrid, and
consortium blockchain. These have been categorized as permissionless, permissioned,
and both. A public blockchain is permissionless and decentralized, which allows anyone
to join the blockchain network with equal rights. It is mainly used in cryptocurrency.
Conversely, a private blockchain is permissioned and partially decentralized, which restricts
network access to certain nodes with varying rights limitations. A hybrid blockchain
is a mixture of permissionless and permissioned blockchains. It is centrally controlled
by a single organization like a permissioned blockchain; however, to perform certain
transaction validations, it offers a level of oversight similar to the public blockchain. A
consortium blockchain is a permissioned blockchain technology and is governed by a group
of organizations rather than a single entity. A consortium blockchain is more decentralized
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as compared to a private blockchain, resulting in a higher level of security. The healthcare
systems can use the consortium blockchain to store and transfer data of the patients among
different hospitals.

The evolution of wireless body area networks since the last decade has increased
the delivery of patient data to health physicians in smart cities. Critical patients require
emergency treatment, and their health parameters data are required to be transmitted to
healthcare systems for immediate medical action. In addition, the vulnerability in wireless
communication causes erroneous data delivery, which results in serious cybersecurity
challenges. For proper data delivery and to avoid misleading information, a blockchain-
based mechanism is proposed that allows only legitimate patients’ data to be forwarded to
medical advisors for timely decisions to avoid any causalities.

Blockchain supports the recording and tracking of resources. In a blockchain, a valid
data block is generated by a mining computing node. The mining node computes a unique
number called nonce against each SHA-256-based valid hash value for each data block.
The fog computing node in smart cities acting as a mining node provides trustfulness of
the data. Moreover, due to its proximity to patients’ data, it provides quick data delivery
to its mining node. However, computing a nonce for hashing key within a specific range
consumes heavy computation and may result in delays that are not required in transferring
sensitive patient data in healthcare systems.

To efficiently compute the nonce, special mining nodes with high computing capacity
can be installed in the network. A major challenge in such a blockchain system is to
design efficient algorithms for offloading the nonce computing tasks to the mining nodes.
The offloading algorithms should not overburden a particular mining node. Thus, load
balancing among the mining nodes must be ensured.

In this work, an efficient algorithm for offloading nonce computing tasks for a data
block of delay sensitive patients’ data for smart cities healthcare system (DSPSHS) is pro-
posed. DSPSHS offers a load balancing mechanism along with two algorithms, one for the
load balancing node to efficiently distribute the data blocks to mining nodes and the second
for the mining nodes to prioritize the nonce computation task for high-priority patients.

The major features of DSPSHS are described as follows:

1. The proposed scheme reduces the delay in nonce computation tasks by offering a load
balancing mechanism and thus computes more nonce calculation tasks in a specific
time. This is achieved by optimally distributing the data blocks to different mining
nodes to compute their respective SHA-256-based hash values.

2. DSPSHS proposes an algorithm for the load balancer to optimally distribute the nonce
requesting data blocks on different mining nodes.

3. DSPSHS proposes another algorithm for mining nodes to prioritize the highest-priority
patient data blocks over comparatively low-priority data blocks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the previous research
work in the blockchain and smart cities. The system model and our proposed scheme
are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Comparative analysis with the simulation
results is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the manuscript.

2. Related Work

We divided the literature review section into four parts. The first subsection reviews
the use of blockchain in healthcare systems. The second subsection surveys the efficient
blockchain mining techniques that do not involve load balancing. The third subsection
describes various load-balancing techniques for blockchain systems in the literature. Lastly,
the last subsection explains the novelty of the proposed technique.

2.1. Blockchain in Healthcare

Blockchain technology is widely used in diverse applications and is in high research
areas these days. Zhang et al. [25] propose a consortium blockchain model for data
sharing. The proposed technique uses digital signature-based hash functions to ensure data
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privacy. A tolerance system based on the Byzantine technique is developed and used for
blockchain transactions. The proposed work improves the data transmission capabilities of
the blockchain.

Shrestha et al. [26] focus on a vehicular network environment and divide the area into
different geographical regions for efficient blockchain-based data transmission. By using
the efficient clustering of vehicular nodes, the data are transmitted with low latency in
varying traffic density scenarios. Khan et al. in [27] introduce a different type of blockchain
to increase the trust level of data transmissions in a vehicular network. In particular,
techniques such as certificates, trust algorithms, and revocation schemes are proposed by
the authors to improve the security of data delivery in the presence of malicious users.

Smart cities are emerging rapidly due to the provisioning of ease in human lifestyle,
such as the healthcare system. Secure and trusted data delivery are key challenges in the
healthcare system of smart cities. Due to secure data delivery provision in blockchain
technology, its utility in healthcare systems is under high research area these days.

In [28], the distributed dynamic mutual identity authentication (DDMIA) system is
proposed for such patients that are referred to specialist healthcare from their primary
healthcare center. DDMIA follows blockchain technology for transferring patient data to the
referred medical care without using the registration process. Dass et al. [29] emphasized the
exchange of patient information by using blockchain technology and proposed a large-scale
information infrastructure to access smart contracts as information mediators. These smart
contracts are sponsored by Electronic Health Record, which allows immutable, authentic
accessible medical health records for privacy and faster payments.

In [30,31], problems of the patient-centric healthcare system are highlighted, and a
blockchain-based solution is proposed. The solution proposed in [30] is based on the
uncheckable distributed ledger technology of blockchain to protect the patients’ data
privacy with increased security. In [31], the authors investigated the issues of the internet
of medical things (IoMT), blockchain technologies, and cloud computing and proposed
real-time remote healthcare of a one-to-one care structure.

Vasilatean et al. [32] proposed an IoT and blockchain-based healthcare system by
considering the aging population and catering to the increasing cost of elderly patient care.
The authors validated their proposed scheme with a case study and analyzed how elderly
patients behave in an ambient assisted living environment. In [33], IoT-based healthcare
systems are highlighted in different prospects, and the blockchain-based identity and access
management (IAM) systems in the healthcare environment are discussed. The authors
presented a systematic review of blockchain-based IAM systems to investigate data security,
risk management, and functional parameters.

2.2. Efficient Mining of Blockchain Tasks

Several other techniques propose the efficient mining of blockchain tasks but do not
involve load balancing. The work in [34] consider a blockchain-assisted mobile edge
computing scenario. The goal of the work is to jointly optimize the privacy of mining
computing task offloading and the profit of mining nodes. A reinforcement learning-based
solution is provided to improve the system security, reduce the network costs and increase
the system revenue.

In [24], the idea of using non-mining nodes to assist in the mining of blockchain tasks
is presented. The problem is formulated as an auction game, and the optimal pricing for the
auction is obtained. Similarly, in the work in [35], the problem of mining task offloading is
considered from the perspective of various stakeholders, such as mining nodes and mobile
edge computing service providers. To jointly optimize the utilities of mining nodes and
service providers, a Stackelberg-based game theoretic approach is used.

The work in [36] proposed a novel utility function considering multiple factors for
blockchain task offloading. The idea is to maximize the system utility based on wireless
channels, computational resource allotment, and transmission power selection. The work
uses a deep reinforcement learning approach to improve the system’s utility.
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In [37], the authors proposed a novel drone-based architecture to efficiently offload
the mining tasks from IoT devices to the edge and the cloud. The work in [38] considered a
blockchain-assisted mobile edge computing scenario and proposed a deep learning-based
offloading algorithm to improve the task execution delay in a multi-user multi-fog node
environment.

2.3. Load Balancing in Blockchain Networks

Load balancing in blockchain networks has been considered in several works where
researchers have proposed a fair method of executing blockchain-related tasks. In Table 1,
we present a summary of these techniques along with our proposed idea at the end.

Table 1. Load balancing techniques used in blockchain.

Blockchain Network Used Load Balancing Technique Key Idea

Vehicular network [39] Auction mechanism
Clustering mechanism

Transmission rate improvement
Fairness

IoT [40]
Genetic algorithm

Simple additive weighting
Multicriteria decision making

Find feasible resource allocation
multi-objective optimization

Electric vehicles [41] Contract incentive mechanism Incentive based energy cooperation

Smart grids [42] P2P energy trading Smart contract for energy trading

Financial systems [43] Kademlia based DHT Data sharing based on DHT

Financial systems [44] Round Robin Block creation performance
Block validation performance

IoT (Our technique) Minimum makespan
Prioritization

Fair distribution of nonce tasks
Quick execution of sensitive data

Authors in [39] considered a vehicular network scenario, where vehicles offload their
mining tasks to the roadside units. The idea of the work is to divide the road area into
clusters and assign each mining node to a cluster. By using an auction-based game theoretic
algorithm, the work increases the transmission rate of mining tasks and also ensures the
fairness of tasks at the mining nodes.

In [40], a genetic algorithm is proposed to evaluate the feasible resource allocation
solution for IoT networks. After the first step, simple additive weighting and multicriteria
decision making are used to find the optimal allocation of resources such that the load is
balanced, and the requirements of task delay and node energy consumption are achieved.

The work in [41] considered a blockchain-based electric vehicle scenario, where energy
cooperation is desired. A contract incentive mechanism is proposed to promote energy
cooperation among the vehicles and achieve energy load balancing. Similarly, the work
in [42] introduced a peer-to-peer energy trading mechanism for blockchain-based smart
grids. Smart contracts were developed for energy trading such that electric load balancing
is achieved.

In [43], a financial transaction system is considered, and an efficient data-sharing
scheme is proposed so that the data load is balanced. The Kademlia-based distributed
hash table (DHT) is proposed for broadcasting blockchain-related data. Additionally, the
work in [44] proposed a round-robin mechanism for financial blockchains. The detailed
performance analysis of such blockchain systems and the impact of load balancing is
studied. The block creation and block validation performance are analyzed.
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2.4. Novelty of the Proposed Technique

The current work in the literature is focused on using game theoretic techniques
and machine learning algorithms for maximizing the blockchain task transmission rates
and profit of the mining nodes. Moreover, load balancing is generally achieved using
game theoretic techniques, where an auction or incentive is used to promote load balanc-
ing. The simple round robin load balancing techniques have also been used to improve
blockchain systems.

In comparison, we consider a blockchain-assisted healthcare system model which has
not been considered for load balancing. We also utilize the minimum makespan-based load
balancing technique to efficiently schedule the nonce computing tasks which has not been
used in the context of blockchain mining. Moreover, we also propose a priority algorithm
to improve the task computation delay of high-priority patients’ data.

3. System Model

The patient’s healthcare data collected through multiple healthcare sensors are for-
warded directly to the load balancing node. To convert this data block as a member of the
blockchain, a unique nonce value to determine the hash value within a specified range is
required to be computed. To efficiently compute a specific nonce value, the load balancing
node forwards these data blocks to one of its directly connected fog mining nodes by
applying a load balancing algorithm. Each fog mining node fetches one of the data blocks
placed in its cache to compute nonce. Mining nodes compute nonce by generating random
numbers to meet the specified conditions. The successful data block with a nonce value
is sent back to the load balancer to become a part of the blockchain and forwarded to the
healthcare center for necessary action through the internet cloud. We assume that nonce
computing tasks are transmitted using traditional cryptographic schemes and the security
for the transmission of these tasks is not the focus of this paper.

In this work, we considered three different severity levels of a varying number of
patient data, such as high-risk patient data, moderate-risk patient data, and low-risk or rou-
tine patient data. Each of these patient data is treated separately and is required to be sent
to the centrally placed healthcare system of a smart city. These patients’ data are forwarded
to one of the sparsely placed load balancing nodes that are backwardly connected with
multiple fog mining nodes. A load-balancing node randomly receives a varying number of
data requests that are required to be forwarded to one of its neighboring mining nodes by
considering patient data severity and the load on the mining fog computing nodes. Each
mining node has a uniform caching capacity to store a data block before computing its
nonce value that meets the specific conditions.

There are Y healthcare application networks placed in different localities of a smart
city. Each healthcare network Yj comprises three different severity levels of patient data and
are categorized as hls, hms, and hhs as low, medium, and highly sensitive data, respectively.
Each Yj consists of X number of fog mining nodes and each Xi fog mining node has N
number of blocks. If Nls, Nms, and Nhs are the total number of low, medium, and highly
sensitive types of data blocks, respectively, which are received by all fog mining nodes,
then they are computed in Equations (1)–(3) as

Nls =
Y

∑
j=1

X

∑
i=1

Nij(hls) (1)

Nms =
Y

∑
j=1

X

∑
i=1

Nij(hms) (2)

Nhs =
Y

∑
j=1

X

∑
i=1

Nij(hhs) (3)
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The total number of data blocks (NDB) received by all fog mining nodes placed in a
smart city is calculated as:

NDB = Nls + Nms + Nhs (4)

The patient’s data are forwarded directly from the patient to the central load-balancing
node using wireless communications, such as 5G. Similarly, the data from the the load-
balancing node to the mining node also use 5G communications.

We assume that there are multiple channels available between the load balancing node
and healthcare patients’ data nodes to transmit all required data blocks simultaneously
without considering any queuing delay. Similarly, there are multiple channels between load-
balancing nodes and fog-mining nodes. A complete system model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Load balancing in a mining node.

4. Proposed Scheme

In this work, nonce computing for a data block of delay sensitive patients’ data for
smart cities healthcare system (DSPSHS) is proposed. DSPSHS comprises two algorithms,
one for the load balancer and another for the fog mining node discussed in Sections 4.1 and
4.2, respectively. Multiple healthcare data arrive at the load balancer, which are required to
be forwarded to one of the directly attached mining nodes to determine their nonce value.
The load balancer forwards these data blocks to mining nodes by applying algorithms
described in Section 4.1. The data blocks are stored in the cache of the mining node. When
there are multiple data blocks in the cache of the mining node, then it fetches one of them
to compute nonce by applying the algorithm discussed in Section 4.2.

4.1. Proposed Algorithm for Load Balancing Node

In smart cities, multiple fog nodes act as mining computing nodes to find a valid hash
value of a patient’s health data block. Some of these mining nodes have more data blocks
for execution, whereas some have no data to compute. In this work, we introduced the
concept of a load balancer for mining nodes in a smart city healthcare system. The primary
goal of load balancing is to ensure that no one mining node is overloaded or under-loaded.
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The purpose of load balancing is to reduce the computation time. IoMT continuously sends
patients’ vital signs data to the mining nodes. The mining nodes have a limited processing
capability. Different mining nodes are placed in different locations in the smart city. It may
be possible that one mining node may be overloaded, and the other mining nodes may
have lesser computational nonces of data blocks. Therefore, there is a need to have a load
balancer to equally distribute the requesting data to each mining node. In this work, we
proposed an algorithm for efficient load balancing in multiple mining computing nodes by
applying a modified greedy algorithm.

In this section, an algorithm for the load-balancing node to fairly distribute the patients’
data blocks to the mining nodes is proposed. In this algorithm, a traditional greedy
algorithm is modified to distribute the data blocks to multiple mining machines to minimize
the computational time.

The salient features of the proposed algorithm are as follows:

• Rearrange the entire data blocks according to their computing time relating to data
block size in descending order.

• Assign the longest data block to the mining node with the lowest computing load.

Suppose we have X indistinguishable fog mining nodes, each having a data caching
limit (Dlim) and N data blocks with varying block sizes. The size of a data block D, which is
required to be cached on a fog mining node is Dj. Our main goal is to assign the data blocks
to the mining node so that no fog mining node is under or overloaded. The maximum load
on a fog mining node at any time instant T is calculated in two ways:

1. Calculate the total data block sizes and divide them by the number of fog mining
machines to get an average of the data load that needs to be assigned on any machine.
The optimum data capacity (D1

Opt) in this case is determined as:

D1
Opt ≥ 1/X ×

N

∑
j=1

Dj (5)

The maximum caching load on any of the machines cannot be less than this average
load. For example, if there are three data blocks D1, D2, D4, and D5 with data sizes of
2, 3, 1, 2, and 2, respectively, and they are required to be allocated on two machines,
then each machine will be assigned a load of 5, which is the average of the load by
allocating 3 and 2 data blocks each.

2. When there is a single large-size data block and the rest are smaller, then the large
block is assigned to one fog mining machine and all the rest to other fog mining
machines. In this case, the optimal load assignment on a machine (D2

Opt) is calculated
as

D2
Opt ≥ maxDj 1 ≤ j ≤ N (6)

In this case, the maximum caching load on a single machine will be equal to the size
of the biggest data block. For example, there are three data blocks D1, D2, and D3
with data sizes of 2, 1, and 6, respectively, that are required to be assigned on two
machines, then one machine will be allocated D3, where D1 and D2 are allocated on
other machines, resulting in a maximum caching load of 6.

In light of the above two scenarios, the optimal allocation of data (DOpt) is formulated
as

Dlim ≥ DOpt ≥ max(1/X ×
N

∑
j=1

Dj, maxDj) (7)

The goal of load balancing is to assign the data blocks on fog mining nodes in such a
way that DOpt should be minimized.

To achieve this goal, we modified the well-known greedy algorithm by incorporating
the longest job first (LJF) algorithm to achieve the efficient distribution of load on fog
mining machines. The proposed scheme is described below by providing an example.
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Suppose there are 3 mining nodes called X1, X2, and X3 with uniform computing
capacity and 7 different sizes data blocks D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 with the varying load
as 6, 8, 4, 10, 2, 1, and 6 respectively. The proposed algorithm allows the load balancing
node to rearrange all these data blocks according to their sizes such as [“D4”, 10], [“D2”,
8] [“D1”, 6], [“D7”, 6], [“D3”, 4], [“D5”, 2], [“D6”, 1]. The proposed algorithm allows the
load balancer to check the load on each mining node and assign these jobs according to the
mining machine load in such a way that the data block is forwarded to that mining node
that holds less load. The distribution of all these 7 data blocks on three mining nodes is
shown in Figure 3.

The maximum load assigned to a mining node is 13 in this example, which is assigned
to the X1 machine. However, the load on X2 and X3 are 12 each.

“D4”, 10

“D5", 2 

“D6” , 1

“D3”, 6

“D2”, 6

“D1”, 6

“D7”, 6

Fog 1 Fog 2 Fog 3

Assigned Load on fog node 1 = 13

Assigned Load on fog node 2 = 12

Assigned Load on fog node 3 = 12

Figure 3. Example of the proposed algorithm technique.

A complete algorithm for load distribution is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Proposed algorithm for load balancing

1 Task execution policy
2 Input Datablocks = N

Jobs= job sizes (D1, D2, D3 . . . Dn), number of fog mining nodes
(X1, X2, X3 . . . Xn)

3 Load(Xi) = Current load on Xi

4 Sort the data blocks in descending order according to their job sizes

5 for i = 1 to N do
6 Allocate Di to the fog mining node j with minimum load such that its Dlim is

not exceeded
Load(Xj) = Load(Xj) + Di

7 end

4.2. Nonce Computing Algorithm

The data blocks received by mining nodes are initially placed in their cache before
computing the nonce value. These data blocks may have different priorities depending
on the patients’ critical vital signs values. Such data blocks are required to be computed
on a priority basis. The second algorithm of DSPSHS is proposed for the mining node to
compute the nonce value of a data block according to their data priority. When data arrive
at the mining node from the load balancing node, then the mining node needs to compute
the data according to their sensitivity level.

Suppose the load balancer receives five data blocks DB1, DB2, DB3, DB4, and DB5, and
waits for their nonce values at 12, 15, 20, 25, and 30 s, respectively. These data blocks have
three different priority levels, such as H, M, and L, representing high, medium, and low
priority with priority values of 300, 70, and 10, respectively. Their corresponding priority
values are calculated according to Table 2.

Table 2. Priority values of data blocks.

Data Blocks Priority Levels Time Since Arrival Priority Value (PV )

DB1 High 12 3600
DB2 High 15 4500
DB3 Medium 20 1400
DB4 Medium 25 1750
DB5 Low 30 300

A mining node before fetching the data block in computing their nonce value verifies
the current value of the data block. Value of each block increments after each interval of
time. If there are two different priority blocks available, then their value will be computed
with their time of origin. If there are blocks with the same values, then the data block with
a higher priority level is selected for nonce computation. If two or more data blocks have
the same value with similar priority levels, then that data block is selected, which arrives
in the cache of the mining node.

A complete nonce computing algorithm for the mining node is shown in Algorithm 2.
It should be noted that the load balancer node handles N data blocks at a time and
distributes them to the fog mining nodes as per the proposed algorithms.
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of nonce computing by mining node

1 Data block selection policy
2 Input Number of data blocks = N

timestamp of ith data block = ti
Priority level of ith data block = Pi
Value of ith data block = Vi
for i = 1 to N do

3 Vi = ti × Pi
4 //Select data block with maximum Vi
5 If value and priority levels of two data blocks are same

// Process data block that arrives first in cache
6 End If
7 If value of two data blocks is same and priority levels are different

//Process block with higher value of P
8 End If
9 end

5. Results and Analysis

To analyze the performance of our proposed scheme in different prospects, we created
a simulation environment by taking three different sensitivity levels of multiple data blocks
in the healthcare system of the smart city. The data block sizes with different sensitivity
levels ranged from 300 to 900 kbytes for the highest emergency data block, 300 to 900 kbytes
for a moderate healthcare data block, and 300 to 900 kbytes for routine patient data blocks
with the least priority level. The nonce values of these data blocks are executed from fog
mining nodes and are downloaded at the data rate of 8 Mbps. However, the downloading
data rate from the cloud mining node is taken as 2 Mbps. A fog mining node’s simultaneous
nonce computational capability is 2 nonce/s, whereas the cloud mining server can compute
4 nonce/s. A list of simulation parameters is shown in Table 3. We compared our proposed
technique with the round robin load balancing mechanism [44].

Table 3. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Fog Mining Node coverage area 1500 m
Distance between fog mining node and Nonce requesting data blocks 50–1500

Number of simultaneous data blocks for each mining node 6–30
Number of mining nodes 2–10

Downloading data rate from cloud mining server 2 Mbps
Downloading data rate from fog mining node 8 Mbps

Number of Nonce computing by fog mining node 2
Emergency data blocks 2–10

Medium level sensitive data blocks 2–10
Least sensitive data blocks 2–10

5.1. Load Balancing Greedy vs. Proposed Algorithm vs. Round Robin vs. Round Robin with LJF

Figure 4 shows the comparative results of the proposed scheme as compared to its
competitors in computing nonce value for the varying number of data blocks. The number
of data blocks is incremented by two data blocks from 2 to 22 data blocks simultaneously
with 3 fog mining nodes. The results show that our proposed scheme outperformed
compared to greedy [45], round-robin [46], and round-robin with LJF. The results show
that our proposed scheme reduces the nonce computing time by 35.5%, 18.38%, and 15.94%
against round-robin, greedy, and round-robin with the LJF algorithms, respectively.
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Figure 4. Number of computed nonce against a varying number of data block requests.

The results in Figure 5 show the performance of our proposed scheme in computing
the nonce value against varying numbers of fog mining nodes when data blocks are fixed.
It is evident from the results that total processing time reduces if we increase the no. of the
fog mining node for a fixed number of 24 jobs with varying processing times. The results
verify that with the increase in the number of mining nodes, the job processing time reduces
because the same number of jobs are being distributed among multiple mining nodes. It
is evident from the results that our proposed scheme reduces the processing time by up
to 28 percent against the round-robin algorithm, up to 29.41 percent against the greedy
algorithm, and up to 20 percent against the round-robin with the LJF algorithm.
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Figure 5. Nonce computing against varying number of mining nodes.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme, the results in terms of standard
deviation ω for varying numbers of mining nodes and the varying number of jobs are
shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

Standard deviation is calculated as

σ =

√√√√ N

∑
i=1

(X − Y)2/N (8)

where X is the mean time required to compute the nonce value of the requested blocks, Y
is the time computed by an algorithm, and N is the number of instances chosen.

Results shown in Figures 6 and 7 verify that the proposed scheme merely deviates
from the mean load computed against a varying number of blocks with fixed mining nodes
and for a varying number of mining nodes with fixed data blocks, respectively.

Figure 6 shows that the standard deviation values of DSPSHS are far less than the
other algorithms when the number of data block requests increases from 4 to 20 in five
different instances and the number of fog mining nodes is 3. It is evident from the results
that DSPSHS merely deviates from the mean mining fog nodes load as compared to round
robin, greedy, and round robin with LJF algorithms.
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Figure 6. Standard deviation against a varying number of mining nodes.

Results in Figure 7 compute the standard deviation values for a fixed number of
data blocks with varying numbers of fog mining nodes. In these results, the data block
requests are fixed to 20; however, fog mining nodes are increasing from 2 to 7 in six different
instances. It is evident from the results that our proposed DSPSHS is very close to the mean
load values of the mining nodes and prominently less than the other three schemes.
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5.2. Proposed Job Sequencing with the Deadline

After the efficient distribution of data blocks to mining nodes for nonce computation,
the second algorithm of our proposed scheme effectively scrutinizes them in accordance
with their sensitivity levels. Varying sizes of patients’ data blocks are divided into three
different sensitivity levels. The number of nonces against varying numbers of data blocks
is such that data requests of all three sensitivity levels of data blocks are uniform. The
results are compared with the first come first serve (FCFS) algorithm by considering the
same computing capacity of all fog mining nodes.

The percentage of under-processed nonce computation against a varying number of
data block requests for six and ten mining nodes, respectively, are shown in Figures 8 and 9,
respectively. Both results include three sub-plots that represent three different priority levels
data blocks, such as high-level sensitivity, medium-level sensitivity, and low sensitivity
level patients’ data blocks. In these results, we consider that there is an equal number of
each type of data block present in the cache of each mining node, such as 2 data blocks in
high-priority nonce computation data blocks indicating that there are 6 data blocks with
2 each in high, medium and low priority levels. The results shown in Figure 8 show that
our proposed algorithm selects 100% nonce against high-level sensitive data blocks for
varying numbers of data block requests when the number of high-priority data blocks in a
mining node is less than data blocks. For medium-level sensitive data blocks, the proposed
scheme computes all nonce when the number of requests is 2 each. However, when the
number of nonce requests increases, the number of nonces computed by FCFS is more than
our proposed scheme. This is because the mining node has already selected high-priority
blocks, and it cannot process the other priority-level blocks. The same impact is shown for
low-priority data blocks. It is evident from the results shown in Figure 9 that the proposed
scheme accommodates most of the high-priority data blocks as compared to FCFS and only
computes nonces for the medium- or low-priority blocks when there is no high-priority
block left for computation.
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Figure 8. Percentage of the computed nonce for 6 mining nodes with varying number of data blocks.
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Figure 9. Percentage of the computed nonce for 10 mining nodes with varying numbers of data blocks.

Results shown in Figure 10 are obtained against varying numbers of mining nodes
when there is a fixed number of nonce requests. In these results, there is a total of 12 nonce
computation requests that are equally distributed in high-, medium-, and low-priority
patient data blocks. It is evident from the results that our proposed scheme entertains
a maximum of the high-priority data blocks and 50% of high-priority data blocks are
entertained when the number of mining nodes is only two. The nonce computation of the
high-priority patients’ data block is 100% when the number of mining nodes is 4 and above.
However, FCFS only computes the nonce of those data blocks that arrive in their cache first.
The results further show that when the number of mining nodes is more than the available
high-priority data blocks, then it allows medium-priority data blocks in computing their
nonce values, and nonce against low-priority data blocks are only entertained when all the
high-priority data blocks are successfully entertained.
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Figure 10. Percentage of the computed nonce for 12 data blocks with varying numbers of mining nodes.

6. Conclusions

The efficient computation of nonces is a major challenge in blockchain networks. This
work proposes a reduced nonce computational time scheme for patients’ data for smart
cities healthcare system (DSPSHS). In this scheme, we propose two algorithms, one for
the load balancing node to equally distribute the nonce computing tasks and another
one for the mining computing node to scrutinize and prioritize nonce computation for
sensitive patients’ data. The performance of the load balancing algorithm is compared
with round robin, round robin with longest job first algorithm, and greedy algorithms. The
performance of the nonce computing algorithm is compared with FCFS. It is evident from
the results that (DSPSHS) performs better than its competitors by computing more nonce
values for data blocks of serious patients’ data. In addition, it fairly distributes the data
blocks in different mining nodes as compared to other algorithms. In the future, we aim to
jointly optimize the latency and energy of mining nodes in blockchain networks.
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